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Key messages

•
•
•
•
•
•

EMOTA welcomes the Commission goal to enable the further development of eCommerce
We support the Commissions’ view that the single piece parcel segment could be more
compe>>ve in some Member States
Regulatory monitoring is important to address any poten>al market failures
EMOTA supports the informa>on and transparency requirements, with the necessary safeguards
EMOTA welcomes the EU Commission’s focus on transparency and aﬀordability, as already
enshrined in the Postal Direc>ves
Third party access provisions should include the necessary safeguards

Introductory remarks

EMOTA’s[1] welcomes and supports the EU Commission’s commitment to further address potenCal postal
and parcel market failures.
The EMOTA Members are users of postal services ranging from very small companies, micro-enterprises,
to the very large mulC-naConal online seller. Smaller companies are typically less able to sell the
necessary volume in order to be able to negoCate the discounts which are someCmes within the reach of
larger sellers. Also, smaller sellers are less able to digest complex and unstructured informaCon about the
pricing structures of the various suppliers that are required for a successful online retail business (postal,
payments, tax, sourcing, etc.)
The EMOTA Members welcome the important improvements and innovaCons implemented by postal
operators in the recent years. However, the many studies published over the past three years, including
those of the EU Commission, showed that while postal operators have innovated and improved parcels
services for the larger senders there are a number of challenges faced by online traders that are microenterprises and individuals using the so called single-piece, non-negoCated, over-the-counter postal
parcel services.
We share the Commission’s view that while the parcels market in general is compeCCve (parCcularly B2B;
bulk B2C segments and domesCc business volumes), the cross-border single-piece or over-the-counter
parcel segment could be more compeCCve in some Member States. The EC has rightly recognized that by
improving the regulatory oversight for consumer and the micro-enterprise segment the cross-border
[1] EMOTA, the European eCommerce and Omni Channel Trade AssociaCon, is the European level umbrella federaCon represenCng online and distance sellers across
Europe. The main mission of EMOTA is to promote eCommerce and Distance Selling and help policy makers remove any barriers to cross-border selling. Transparency
register N° 11251212351-96
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growth of these small enterprise can be sCmulated. Today’s SME and individual ecommerce shipper is
tomorrow’s larger ecommerce business, and their growth should be encouraged for the beneﬁt of jobs.

The market developments: are there any areas where compeCCon is not developed suﬃciently and why?

Over the past 15 years the market has experienced a signiﬁcant decrease in le`er mail volumes and a
constant and rapid increase in packet and parcel services. Operators have adapted their services and in
most cases made the necessary investments to capture the growth in domesCc parcels and provide a
be`er service to online sellers, including cross-border.
In this context, EMOTA welcomes the signiﬁcant investments posts are making to further integrate and
improve cross-border postal services including through the innovaCve Interconnect program run by the
InternaConal Post CorporaCon. The IPC programme recognizes the importance of meeCng shipper needs
in its design and while the focus is currently on larger shippers we look forward to the improvements
being made available to SMEs and individuals who access such services at post oﬃce counters.
More generally, while the postal parcels networks have adapted primarily to larger volumes, both
domesCcally and cross-border, the choice available to smaller volume sellers, namely micro-enterprises,
is less compeCCve parCcularly in respect of prices, product and delivery choices. In this context, the
Commission’s parcel iniCaCve aims at sCmulaCng product and pricing innovaCon for the SME segment in
the same way that posts have oﬀered a`racCve discounts to SMEs in le`ers for example through channel
pricing discounts.
Small volume senders, having limited purchasing and bargaining power, will generally ﬁnd it more diﬃcult
to access be`er prices and condiCons for delivery services. This problem is further ampliﬁed in crossborder parcel delivery services where the small volume senders are unable to access services in the next
country directly as some of the larger companies might be able to. These aspects are also covered by the
Universal Service ObligaCon provisions found in the Postal DirecCve.
EMOTA thus supports the focus of the EC’s proposal on the single-piece segment, its emphasis on bringing
transparency to the overall market size and the creaCon of transparency that will aid the downward
pressure of parcel prices for the smallest of SMEs, where these prices are found to be insuﬃciently
compeCCve. The large EU ecommerce shops of the future will emerge from these micro-enterprises, and
the EC’s encouragement of this through modest regulatory oversight is strongly endorsed. EMOTA
expects that the eﬀects of the proposed changes would only be visible in Cme.

SuggesCons for the EU Parliament

Small volume senders, mainly micro-enterprises, independents and consumers are principally protected
by the universal service obligaCon (aﬀordability) and access requirements as enshrined in the PSD and
compeCCon regulaCon. EMOTA encourages the EU Parliament Members to vote in favor of transparency
and monitoring of market failure.
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As an organizaCon represenCng users of postal services, EMOTA reassures the EU Parliament Members
that EU Commission proposal will not reduce any of the services available to remotely located ciCzens or
businesses as these are safeguarded by the universal service obligaCon.
Key provisions:
Scope (ArCcle 1): EMOTA favors an approach whereby the scope of the regulaCon is limited to the areas
where the policy makers have idenCﬁed potenCal market failures, the same areas where there is least
compeCCon and the highest prices for the products: the over the counter, non-nego>ated tariﬀ segment.
EMOTA does not see any real beneﬁts from extending the scope of ArCcles 4, 5 and 6 to non-Universal
Service Providers or other new or developing business models.

It is the understanding of EMOTA that the RegulaCon proposed by the Commission aims to reduce the
informaCon and bargaining power asymmetries, in support of further developing eCommerce and the
new business models should be allowed as much as possible to develop without further restricCons, in
addiCon to the fact that very rarely they focus on C2C deliveries.
DeﬁniCon of parcel (ArCcle 2): In the view of EMOTA a parcel should be deﬁned as an item entering the
postal stream containing merchandise and goods with a weight of up to 31,5Kg. The thickness of the item
should not be the only deciding factor.
Threshold (ArCcle 3): EMOTA considers that the 50 employees threshold as described by the EU
Commission should refer to all overall staﬀ involved in deliveries, not only direct full Cme employees, thus
including part-Cme, externals, outsourced or contractual agents. Such an approach would prevent the
creaCon of loopholes while sCll maintain a workable threshold.
Products and informaCon transparency (ArCcles 4): EMOTA strongly supports the principle of
transparency which is already present in several key arCcles of the Postal DirecCve, including via the
obligaCon of Universal Service Providers to regularly inform “users” of the main characterisCcs and
market developments of the products within the Universal Service ObligaCon. However, measures should
be implemented to ensure the accuracy of the price lists informaCon required by the RegulaCon and as
menConed above the informaCon requirements should avoid any duplicaCon.
Data collecCon principles: EMOTA insists that any data collecCon process is organized with the aim to
avoid any possible duplicaCon. AuthoriCes should ensure that companies are not forced to provide the
same data several Cmes. The data collecCon systems should be digital and built with the aim to save Cme
and resources for those required to use them.
ConﬁdenCality (ArCcle 4): EMOTA supports the view of the EU Commission that Regulators should have
visibility over the mulC-lateral agreements and other inter-operator agreements on terminal rates.
However, as a general principle, conﬁdenCality of business rates should be guarded as a priority.
Therefore, EMOTA would suggest that any such sensiCve informaCon should only be collected in case of
evidence of market failure and not as a default data collecCon exercise.
Aﬀordability and cost orientaCon (ArCcle 5): EMOTA calls on policy makers to clearly disCnguish the
issues between the two concepts and to ensure that any of the measures proposed will not lead to
market distorCons. Both principles, cost-orientaCon and aﬀordability are enshrined in the EU Postal
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DirecCve, next to transparency and non-discriminaCon which should be enforced accordingly by
Regulators.
Cost orientaCon: Cost orientaCon is already a fundamental principle in the current Postal DirecCve.
EMOTA strongly supports this principle and urges policy makers and regulators to focus on properly
enforcing the exisCng rules and ensuring that Regulatory bodies have the adequate resources for
enforcement.
Aﬀordability: EMOTA considers that the aﬀordability test should be clearly targeted on the low
compeCCon/low bargaining power segments and be very well structured, thus avoiding unnecessary
overspills or market distorCons. EMOTA warns against the creaCon of new broad Universal Service
ObligaCons which would result in addiConal market distorCons.
Third party network access (ArCcle 6): The principle of access to networks is enshrined in the Postal
Services DirecCve and the REIMS II agreement giving third-parCes access to the networks and prices that
the posts enjoy. EMOTA therefore supports the development of commercial access arrangements which
encourage innovaCon and choice in parcel services. It is equally important that the legal and compeCCon
framework should be enforced as to ensure that new market entrants, including very small delivery
operators, should be able to quickly develop the necessary services and products for the problemaCc
areas, such as low volume and low frequency shipping.

However, regulated access measures should be proporConate for the posts and only available to smaller
compeCtors that have a deﬁcit of bargaining power. NaConal Regulatory Agencies and compeCCon
authoriCes should be adequately equipped to monitor any market issues and intervene in a Cmely
manner against anC-compeCCve measures. EMOTA calls on policy makers to ensure that the measures
adopted via this RegulaCon do not have a negaCve eﬀect by reducing ﬂexibility for postal operators to
adapt to the needs of users.

Other important aspects to consider:
Regulators resources and independence: Regulators should be provided with addiConal resources in
order to eﬃciently oversee their markets and cooperate regionally. As the eCommerce market is
gradually becoming a regionally driven market, Regulators, both for postal and compeCCon should have
the necessary tools and mechanisms in place for cooperaCon and Cmely acCon. EMOTA considers that
while the creaCon and current acCvity of the ERGP are very important steps forward, they seem not to be
able to facilitate Cmely reacCons to the market developments.
Retailer’s pricing policy: On page 4 of the CommunicaCon accompanying the drak RegulaCon the EU
Commission makes the claim that some online sellers charge more for delivery than they are charged by
postal operators, the claim being based on the Copenhagen Economics study, suggesCng the eCommerce
market is not suﬃciently compeCCve in order to allow consumers to choose other oﬀers.

eCommerce shoppers enjoy a great deal of choice in Europe. EMOTA esCmates that there are over
750,000 acCve webshops and all the data suggests that if online shoppers do not get a good delivery price
from one retailers they will buy from another online store. In this context, suggesCons that it is etailers
who are imposing high parcel prices is absurd. Their key objecCve is to sell merchandise and encourage
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shoppers to return to their site in part by oﬀering compeCCve delivery prices. Thus, any suggesCon that
policy makers should intervene in one of the most extremely compeCCve market in the world, the EU
eCommerce market, is misplaced. The dominance is in the single-piece, over the counter parcel segment
of the market not in the retail segment.
IncenCvizing micro-enterprises: EMOTA also encourages policy makers to engage with stakeholders such
as EMOTA towards the development of incenCves for micro-enterprises to cut costs in their deliveries.
Small volume senders might not be always aware of various cost saving aspects, such as addressing
standards, formats, packaging, etc.
Contact:
Razvan Antemir
razantemir@emota.eu
www.emota.eu
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